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Abstract
Reacting quickly to changing market demands and new variants by improving and 
adapting industrial systems is an important business advantage. Changes to systems 
are costly; especially when those systems are already in place. Resources invested 
should be targeted so that the results of the improvements are maximized. One 
method allowing this is the combination of discrete event simulation, aggregated 
models, multi-objective optimization, and data-mining shown in this article. A real-
world optimization case study of an industrial problem is conducted resulting in 
lowering the storage levels, reducing lead time, and lowering batch sizes, showing 
the potential of optimizing on the factory level. Furthermore, a base for decision-
support is presented, generating clusters from the optimization results. These clus-
ters are then used as targets for a decision tree algorithm, creating rules for reaching 
different solutions for a decision-maker to choose from. Thereby allowing decisions 
to be driven by data, and not by intuition.
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1 Introduction

The manufacturing industry in general, and the automotive industry in particular, 
has entered a stage of major change and transformation. Continuously shorter prod-
uct life-cycles with reduced implementation times, an increasing number of variants, 
and new technologies e.g.; autonomous cars, electrification, and ride-sharing, are 
positioned to shape the industry. Current and future production systems will need 
to be more flexible and reconfigurable to meet these challenges. At the same time 
the lead time will need to be reduced while keeping internal and external customers 
sated (Koren 2010). Higher quality decision-support, delivered faster than before, 
is one way of supporting companies to overcome these challenges. For production 
systems, with a focus on production lines, the established way of making predictions 
about future performance is using discrete-event simulation (DES) models (Negah-
ban and Smith 2014).

During the manufacturing system lifecycle—beginning in the concept phase and 
ending in the decommissioning of the system—a valid DES model can provide deci-
sion-support in all phases. If the same model is used, and expanded, to represent 
the different stages of the system, the complexity of the model is determined by 
the most detailed question put to the model (Chwif et al. 2000, 2006). The analysis 
of manufacturing systems and factories can be performed from different perspec-
tives and level of detail. Jain et al. (2015) argues for a multi-resolution modelling 
approach to a complete virtual factory, incorporating different types of modelling for 
each different level, spanning through device, station, cell, and department culminat-
ing in the factory level while describing their view of the virtual factory.

Different simulation aggregation levels can be referred to as microscopic, meso-
scopic and macroscopic (Toledo et  al. 2010; Reggelin and Tolujew 2008; Hennig 
et al. 2014). Macroscopic modelling involves a high degree of aggregation of data, 
processes and functionality, analyzing the general behavior of the system. The indi-
vidual entities are not important at the macroscopic level, instead, they are aggre-
gated as flows constituting the smallest entity of interest. The advantage of model-
ling at the macroscopic level is the low development time and the low computational 
cost for running the model (Burghout 2004). On the other end lies the microscopic 
level, where every individual entity is modeled with an own set of governing rules 
and behaviors. The microscopic level offer high detail and good validity, but are 
time consuming to build and run. Between these levels lies the mesoscopic level 
where processes and sub-systems deemed crucial are modelled in detail, with the 
intention of aggregating as much as possible of the other processes, resulting in a 
trade-off between computational time and construction time. In mesoscopic simula-
tion of logistic systems, the advantages are also a high degree of flexibility in pre-
paring input data and a simpler structure of the model data (Reggelin and Tolujew 
2008).

Frantz (2003) has developed a taxonomy for describing different abstraction tech-
niques in DES models, each reducing complexity by modifying the model bound-
ary, model behavior, or model form. Another classification from Chwif et al. (2006) 
divides the simplification techniques in three categories: omission, aggregation, and 
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substitution. Reducing model complexity by aggregation has been studied in previ-
ous work by Pehrsson et al. (2015), and the same mesoscopic technique has been 
applied to manually experiment with safety levels to reduce storage levels (Lid-
berg et al. 2018a). Reducing both lead time and storage sizes while maintaining a 
high delivery precision reduces the cost of inventory and time to market and is of 
great importance for many companies (Hopp and Spearman 2011). Utilizing multi-
objective optimization has the potential to move key parameters closer to their ideal 
objective values, but also enables new insights to be gained about the behavior of 
the industrial system. The process of improving simulation models, and in exten-
sion real physical systems, combining DES and multi-objective optimization is com-
monly referred to as simulation-based multi-objective optimization (SMO).

This article, an extended version of Lidberg et al. (2018b), begins with a back-
ground section exploring discrete event simulation, aggregation techniques, multi-
objective optimization and data-mining. Using these concepts, an aggregated model 
will be constructed for an industrial system to be used in an optimization setup. By 
combining the aggregation techniques and multi-objective optimization in a real 
world industrial case study enables lowering of the storage levels by 31%, reducing 
lead time by 67%, and lowering batch sizes by more than 50%, showing the potential 
of optimizing on the factory level. Further analysis of the results can be made using 
data-mining and k-means clustering where insights from the optimization could be 
used to improve the industrial system. Finally, the article ends with a discussion of 
the approach and results, conclusions, and suggestions for future work.

2  Background

Aggregated modelling can enable faster optimization results and therefore faster 
decision-support. The first part of this section deals with simulation, modelling, and 
the possibility of reducing the computational time, data collection time and time 
required for modelling by aggregating data and logic. Secondly, the chosen aggre-
gation technique is described in more detail, with examples and validation for the 
usage of the technique. Finally; the third part summarizes how optimization using 
evolutionary genetic algorithms can be applied to find solutions to multi-objective 
problems.

2.1  DES and aggregated modelling

Building models to represent an already existing physical system or planned sys-
tem is now common practice in many industries (Negahban and Smith 2014; Banks 
et al. 2009). The models are used to improve or verify system solutions for either 
future or current production lines. In early project phases before a physical system 
exists, constructing models is the best approach to predict future performance. Test-
ing proposed changes in models before implementing them physically increases the 
confidence and robustness of the proposed solution and reduces the likelihood of 
implementing costly mistakes.
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Models should be built with a purpose, usually to answer one or several specific 
questions. Each different question requires different levels of model detail and have 
different requirements for input data. An in-depth or difficult question could trigger 
the development of several sub-systems with each requiring additional input data. 
Adding detail often means that the computational time will increase when running 
the model, but also that the simulation project duration will be extended for gather-
ing data and verifying model correctness, a cost incurred during every model update 
(Chwif et al. 2000; Fowler and Rose 2004).

Reducing the delivery time of decision support to the decision maker one 
approach is reducing the level of details in the models and thereby reducing the 
computational complexity. This decreases time needed to complete an optimization 
study and therefore delivers decision support faster to a decision maker. Both ana-
lytic and hybrid modelling solutions have been developed to aggregate model detail 
(Zulkepli et al. 2012; Lefeber and Armbruster 2011; Asmundsson et al. 2006). Other 
approaches to simulation modelling aggregation, such as aggregating by replacing 
the complex model with a System Dynamics model or a neural network, are devel-
oped and applied to manufacturing and logistic problems by Oyarbide et al. (2003) 
and Kuo et al. (2007).

With aggregation through DES modelling, reducing the requirements of input 
data, and while maintaining the output characteristics of a detailed model, one 
approach has been developed by Pehrsson et al. (2014) and Pehrsson et al. (2015). 
One advantage of this method is the possible combination of existing models and 
aggregated models, because of the basic component being a discrete entity. The 
entities can transfer from an aggregated predecessor, to a detailed DES model, and 
finally to an aggregated successor in the same study if certain behaviours require the 
detailed model to remain in the detailed state.

Using this aggregation technique, the input parameters required for the aggrega-
tion of production lines are processing time, availability, mean down time, average 
work in process, AvgWIP, maximum work in process, MaxWIP, and minimum lead 
time. The processing time, availability and mean down time are only required to be 
gathered for the first and last station in the system. This enables faster model devel-
opment while retaining the possibility of connection and extension with other DES 
objects. In the next section, an implementation of this technique in a discrete event 
simulation software will be discussed.

2.1.1  Implementation of the aggregation technique

Five objects are needed to implement the aggregation technique, shown in Fig. 1. 
The objects LineInput and LineOutput governs most of the variability and stochas-
ticity in the aggregation technique. These objects are joined by a buffer object called 
LineWIP, where the lead time is represented in the model. Controlling the WIP is 
handled by a pallet system where the total number of pallets is set by the MaxWIP 
parameter. At LineInput the WIP pallets are assembled with incoming products 
which are transported through the system. When exiting LineOutput, the pallets are 
passed to WIPControl and the products are sent to the next step in the process. The 
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pallet system is similar in principle to a CONWIP system by Spearman et al. (1990) 
with a delay on the return of the pallets to LineInput.

The WIPControl object returns pallets to LineInput according to an exponential 
distribution based on the parameters of the model. The WIPControl is configured as 
a parallel station, with as many positions as the parameter MaxWIP states, meaning 
that for each pallet return, from LineOutput to LineInput, the expected mean time in 
seconds is E[X] = � as defined in Eq. 1. The delay function is calculated based on 
Little’s law (Little 1961). The objective of the WIPControl is to balance, or control, 
the WIP value in LineWIP towards an determined expected average AvgWIP.

2.1.2  Aggregation technique with variant based setup times

Setup functionality has been added to the LineInput and LineOutput objects in the 
aggregation technique. This is an addition to the technique originally described 
by Pehrsson et al. (2015). Changeover times in the objects enable dynamic variabil-
ity based on the production planning of the orders entering the system. Compared 
with analyzing and adapting failures to fit the changeovers, using setup functional-
ity increases the generalizability of the technique. Setup between product variants is 
an important functionality to model particular lines, one example of such a line is 
included in the case study for this article. The changeover times between variants are 
defined in a matrix which allows for differentiated times; e.g. time taken for chang-
ing VarA to VarB could differ from changing VarB to VarA.

To validate the addition of setup times, three models are built; (1) Aggregated, 
the original aggregation technique, (2) Aggregated Setup, the aggregation tech-
nique with the additional setup functionality, and (3) Detailed, the detailed model 
which the aggregated models are based upon. The aggregated models share the 
same input parameters, with the addition of setup time to the Aggregated Setup 
model, shown in Table 1. In the Detailed model, setup times are individual for 
the different machines, but changing from one variant to the next, the impact on 
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Fig. 1  Schematic description of the aggregation technique
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the line results in the times shown in the changeover matrix. The Detailed model 
has approximately 40 machines, grouped in 29 operations, meaning that some are 
configured as parallel machines while the rest are sequential.

The variants enter the model in differently sized batches in a cyclical sequence; 
VarA 2348 products, VarB 1210 products, and VarC 864 products. Although the 
setup times are identical between the variants, the batch size difference will affect 
the disturbance to the line caused by the changeover. In Fig. 2, output from the 
three different models are shown and evaluated by three key performance indica-
tors (KPI). The three KPI’s used to evaluate the performance are jobs per hour 
(JPH), leadtime (LT), and work in process (WIP); these are summarized by mean 
value, median value, minimum value, and maximum value in Table 2.

Analyzing the trends in Fig.  2, Aggregated Setup more closely resemble 
Detailed compared to the original technique. Approximation of behaviour is the 
primary concern with this type of modelling, meaning that some lateral shift of 
the outputs are acceptable. The setup will not initiate during the same time period 
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Aggregated Setup model
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in all models due to stochastic differences inherent in DES models. The correla-
tion between Detailed and Aggregated Setup is most visible when comparing by 
LT and JPH, showing an increase in LT due to the accumulation of parts during 
setup which matches the detailed model. The setup also affects the JPH, lowering 
the throughput during the changeover until the new variant arrives at the out-
put. Some discrepancies are visible, primarily for JPH where the detailed model 
shows values above 90 JPH. This difference can be explained by two causes: vari-
ant specific processing times and layout differences.

One variant—out of three in the detailed model—has a lower processing time in 
relation to the other variants resulting in a higher JPH value. The aggregated models 
are limited to a single processing time due to the incorporation of the processing 
time in the WIPControl delay distribution. This could inhibit the application of the 
technique to lines where the processing time difference between variants is large. For 
smaller differences between processing times the aggregation technique matches the 
output irregardless. The second cause is differences in layout between the detailed 
model and the aggregated models. The last section of the detailed model operates 
at a lower processing time for all variants. If a build-up of parts occur in the last 
section of the line, the throughput rate of the model increases for a short time. This 
behaviour is also not possible to model using the current aggregation technique.

The experiment results show improved validity through the addition of setup 
times compared to a detailed model. More effort could be expended to improve 
the effects of the addition of setup time functionality. Also, the computational time 
needed for the aggregated model is near constant, while the detailed model require 
minutes for every evaluation increasing by the complexity of the model. Evaluating 
the accuracy of the technique in more detail and comparing to a range of different 
manufacturing systems will be left to further research.

2.2  Simulation‑based optimization for many objectives using genetic algorithms

Manual experimentation or design of experiment studies have several limitations. 
Preparing experiments is time-consuming and an exhaustive iteration through the 
design parameters will lead to increasingly large experiment setups. This also leads 

Table 2  Summarized output 
from Fig. 2 with LeadTime 
(LT) measured in hours, Jobs 
Per Hour (JPH) and Work In 
Process (WIP). Mean, median, 
minimum and maximum values 
are reported

Model Measurement Mean Median Min. Max.

Detailed JPH 73.11 80.00 3.00 114.00
Aggregated JPH 75.01 80.00 25.00 86.00
Aggregated Setup JPH 71.48 78.00 1.00 86.00
Detailed LT 2.97 2.85 1.14 6.77
Aggregated LT 2.71 2.67 1.50 4.61
Aggregated Setup LT 3.00 2.95 1.72 5.67
Detailed WIP 214.94 207 24 443
Aggregated WIP 201.28 199 123 302
Aggregated Setup WIP 213.26 216 62 330
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to larger results, which are difficult to interpret. In the effort to contain the size of 
the experiment sets, limits are imposed to the experiment inputs, which also impose 
limits on the insights gained from the results.

Meta-heuristics, such as genetic algorithms, can be utilized to optimize these set-
tings without limiting the inputs (Floreano and Mattiussi 2008). Letting the algo-
rithm, preferably without external bias, explore the search space will lead to better 
results which are also non-intuitive (Deb 2001). Meaning that these algorithms can 
develop solutions which are not trivial, or even impossible, to deduce manually.

Genetic algorithms are a sub-class of evolutionary algorithms based on the the-
ory of natural evolution, selecting individual solutions best fitted to the environment, 
i.e. fulfilling the objectives stated, for further evolution until reaching a termination 
criteria (Holland 1992). The best solutions, or parents, from each generation are 
selected and combined, using crossover operators, to create offspring solutions with 
better chances of attaining higher fitness values. Applying a genetic algorithms to a 
problem involves six phases; initial population, fitness function, selection, crossover, 
mutation, and termination (Goldberg 1989).

Determining the size of the population will be the first choice in the setup of 
the genetic algorithm. Diversity of the initial solutions is very important as to not 
be trapped in sub-optimal solutions. The size will depend mainly on the proper-
ties of the search space and the computational cost of evaluating all the individuals 
using the fitness function (Floreano and Mattiussi 2008). The fitness function in a 
SMO involves evaluating a simulation model repeatedly to obtain statistically reli-
able mean results as outputs. The outputs are then directly mapped as objectives or 
are combined with other outputs to form objectives to be minimized or maximized. 
Inputs to the model are encoded into the genome of the individual solutions, where 
each parameter can be thought of as a gene. When the initial population has been 
evaluated using the fitness function each individual has been attributed with a fitness 
score and the selection process can begin.

The selection mechanism determines which solutions to use as the base for the 
creation of offspring solutions. Genetic material is recombined by the crossover 
operator with a probability pc . Crossover operators are designed for different genetic 
representations, some are only usable when the representation is real-valued, and 
others recombine sequences. By recombining two good solutions, the idea is that the 
offspring solutions have a larger chance of being even better. To keep the diversity 
in the population and avoid stagnating in a local minima of the optimization, each 
gene of the individual also has a probability, pm , to be slightly modified by muta-
tion (Floreano and Mattiussi 2008). After creation of the offspring, the new solu-
tions are evaluated using the fitness function to determine their score. Depending on 
the implementation of the specific algorithm, the population is culled, removing the 
least effective solutions until the original population size is reached. This process 
of evaluation, selection, crossover, and mutation ends by fulfilling the termination 
criteria, i.e. the population improvement rate has either stagnated or ended, or a set 
number of generations has been reached.

NSGA-II is one example of a multi-objective genetic optimization algorithm 
which has frequently been applied in SMO due to its applicability, accuracy, conver-
gence and diversification of solutions on the Pareto front (Deb et al. 2002; Ng et al. 
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2011). Recent research has resulted in the new algorithm NSGA-III which exhibits 
improved performance for more than three objectives compared to other algorithms 
(Deb and Jain 2014; Jain and Deb 2014; Li et al. 2015). The NSGA-III algorithm 
depends on user-supplied or calculated reference points in the objective space to fur-
ther diversify the solutions. These points are placed on a normalized hyper-plane 
constructed for all objectives, and for each solution the distance to these points are 
minimized instead of selection by maximizing the crowding distance to neighbors as 
in NSGA-II. Selection by proximity to the reference points will increase the diver-
sification of the solutions and thereby increase the breadth of the solutions (Chand 
and Wagner 2015).

2.3  Knowledge discovery using data‑mining

Results from a multi-objective genetic algorithm used in SMO are usually in the 
tens of thousands where each result have multiple inputs, outputs, and objectives. 
Analyzing this amount of data is not a trivial task and require additional techniques 
for extracting knowledge about why certain settings are better than others for some 
objectives. For multi-objective optimization, visualizing results for more than three 
objectives is complex. Data-mining techniques are suitable for this purpose, ana-
lyzing a large amount of data to find connections and extract rules to further gain 
knowledge about the system studied (Frawley et al. 1992; Fayyad et al. 1996; Witten 
et al. 2017).

In Ng et  al. (2009) and Dudas et  al. (2011), the concept of simulation-based 
innovization (SBI) is presented. SBI is the defined as the application of data-mining 
techniques, where the knowledge, in the form of decision rules, is captured from 
the data generated by a SMO process. Four main steps are used (1) SMO, (2) data 
preprocessing, (3) pattern detection and (4) interpretation and evaluation. These are 
similar to the steps presented in Frawley et al. (1992), but here the data is generated 
by an optimization process on a DES model and not historical data. SBI utilizes all 
the evaluations in the results, both Pareto-optimal solutions and non-Pareto-optimal 
solutions. This choice is made to be able to obtain knowledge about which attributes 
distinguish Pareto-optimal solutions from non-Pareto-optimal solutions.

To enable the effective use of decision-support to a decision maker, grouping 
the solutions into clusters, using k-means clustering, can prove valuable. New mean 
points, or centroids, in the objective space are randomized, which form the base 
for each cluster, and the solutions are assigned to the cluster with the least squared 
Euclidean distance in the original form of the algorithm. When all of the solutions 
are assigned to a cluster, the means are repositioned to the centroid of each respec-
tive cluster and the algorithm starts again until there has been no change in the 
assignment of clusters (Lloyd 1982; Forgy 1965). After obtaining the clusters, or 
categories, of solutions in the post-optimality phase, a decision tree algorithm can 
analyze which settings are needed to reach the different regions and rules can be 
extracted (Dudas et al. 2014).
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3  Industrial case study

The following section starts with describing the high level view of the industrial 
system and how the model—representing the industrial system—is built. A major 
difference in the functionality between reality and the model is in the scheduling 
and ordering system implemented, which will therefore be explained in detail. Then, 
the setup of the optimization will be explained, the different inputs to change, the 
outputs to measure, and goals to improve. Concluding the section is the results and 
analysis of the optimization data, both with graphs and data-mining tools.

3.1  Industrial system and model setup

This article uses the same type of industrial setup, an engine manufacturing plant, 
presented in previous work (Lidberg et al. 2018b). In this section, additional details 
about the challenges and limitations of the system and model will be presented.

The operational management of the plant has historically been divided into func-
tional groups taking complete care of a specific component being manufactured in 
the plant. These groups have had the prerogative to design their lines for the intro-
duction of new variants of their components, and also had a large amount of free-
dom setting the capacities of their production lines with the only requirement reach-
ing a yearly target volume. This has happened without an overarching hand-shake 
process between the different groups resulting in lines with deviating capacities for 
the different components.

If the capacity of the production line is insufficient to supply the required demand 
of the customer, a few options are available; adding and/or improving equipment, or 
utilizing more production time, i.e. adding additional shifts. If an upstream produc-
tion line is producing during a shift, but its intended customer is not, the products 
will have to be stored in the interim. This leads to an increase in the number of prod-
ucts stored and the lead time for the products.

Additional complications arise for certain production lines where a signifi-
cant time is needed to change tools in the machines when switching to a new vari-
ant, known as setup time or changeover time. Mitigating the losses of setup, if the 
expense of increasing the flexibility of the machines is too large, results in starting 
a larger amount of a variant—a larger batch—before switching to a new variant. If 
the customer is not following the same production planning schedule this leads to an 
increase of stored products until the customer demands the products.

Following a reorganization to a more holistic approach to the plant the opera-
tional management is tasked with significantly reducing lead time, the total cost 
of stored material, and total manufacturing cost. The operational management 
requested assistance with analyzing the bottlenecks of the system, and reducing stor-
age levels—and thereby lead time—while maintaining delivery precision to the cus-
tomer. The proposed artefact will need to be able to deliver these outputs while also 
being re-configurable for repeating the study for different time periods.

Four different component types—each comprised of several variants—are pro-
duced by a number of machining lines (ML). Semi-automated assemblies (AA) 
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assembles these components into intermediate products which are transported to one 
of four manual final assembles (FA), before dispatch to customers. Final good inven-
tories (FGI)—of varying capacities—are separating each of these steps. The inven-
tories store the finished parts from each manufacturing step and re-sorts them into 
a sequence of products for the downstream process, and ultimately, the customers.

Modelling these interconnected systems in detail would be very computationally 
expensive to run, and would not allow results to be used for timely decision making. 
The complete plant is therefore modelled with each production line represented by 
an aggregated model, using the technique referenced in Sect. 2.1. The largest por-
tion of simulation time is currently the scheduling and ordering logic that is imple-
mented in the model, which is not connected to the aggregation technique.

The setup of the industrial system, but also how the model is constructed, is 
shown in Fig. 3. The naming scheme for the machining lines consists of ML, with 
the addition of the component type {A,… ,D} , and {1,… ,N} to denote the number 
of lines for that component. AA and FA are not separated by product type, and only 
named iteratively, with an approach identical to ML. AA01 and AA02 are condition-
ally bound to their customer, where AA01 delivers to FA01-02, and AA02 delivers 
to FA03-04. FGI are named according to the product they store, AFGI stores com-
ponent A while FAFGI stores complete products. Company participation has only 
been possible on the condition of obfuscating input and output data from the model 
to protect company assets. Data are in some cases generalized due to the need for 
brevity; however, all data relations have been preserved.

One large contributor to the long lead times through the plant is the large batches 
needed by MLC lines to counteract the setup times required between the different 

Fig. 3  High-level representation of the industrial system and setup of the model
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variants. As measured from the output station, the gap from the last of the lead-
ing batch to the first of the trailing batch, is estimated to 45 min of production loss. 
This estimate is entered in the addition of setup times to the aggregation technique 
detailed and validated in Sect. 2.1.2.

Ordering and scheduling in the model is facilitated through a safety stock and 
order point system from the machining final good inventory to AA, detailed in 
Eq. 2. This calculates the order and safety level for each variant i based on monthly 
forecasts in the model. In the equation, � represents the safety level in hours and � 
represents the hourly customer demand. Leadtime is the completion time, in hours, 
for a product from the first station to arriving at the FGI. This is a departure from the 
industrial system, where manual scheduling for ML is used which was not possible 
to implement in the model.

Orders in the model are only started in ML if needed from AA, creating a pull 
system with AA as the ordering point. After assembly in AA the products will be 
pushed to a predetermined FA, based on the type of product. Customer deliveries are 
set to 13,200 products each week during weekdays only, where products are ordered 
from FAFGI. Specific order data from customers are extracted from the real-world 
planning system and used in the model as an in-memory SQLite database.

A proprietary software, Plant Simulation,1 is used to construct the model, due to 
availability at the partner company. Calendar time—explained in the following sec-
tion—is important for the shift settings and the customer deliveries. Three weeks 
of simulation time is used, and an additional week as warm-up time to stabilize the 
output. The customer orders will reach 39,600 in total during the 3  weeks where 
statistics are counted. Four replications are performed for every evaluation and aver-
aged to get statistically sound results.

3.2  Optimization settings

Considering the implemented safety stock and order point system in the model, to 
reduce the total storage size and reduce lead time, the safety level � of each variant 
i, for each storage S ∈ {A,B,C,D,AA,FA} will need to be minimized. The machin-
ing storages and components are represented by m = {A,B,C,D} where m ⊆ S . The 
minimum, maximum, and step size for �mi is formulated in Eq. 3.

(2)
Safetyleveli = �i × �i

Orderleveli = �i × Leadtime + Safetyleveli

(3)
�mi =

{

i ∈ {1,… , 4} ∧ m ≠ B,

i ∈ {1,… , 7} ∧ m = B
where

�mi ∈ {1,… , 20} and ��mi = 1.

1 Siemens Tecnomatix Plant Simulation version 14.0.2.
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The second optimization input controls the batch sizes �Ci , for component C and 
each variant i. �Ci , detailed in Eq. 4, controls the minimum amount to start in the 
line. Multiple batches of the same variant can be queued by the production system 
to the quantities necessary to reach the customer demand. Component C is the only 
component affected by setup times, thereby needing a larger batch size compared to 
other components. The step size, ��Ci , is determined by the smallest possible lot size 
of raw materials.

The last experiment variable �k , where k ∈ {1,… , 4} , controls which lines are 
active and the paces they are producing at. By improving the synchronization in the 
plant, running assembly on additional time with less jobs per hour (JPH), less strain 
is put on the machining areas leading to a possible reduction in safety levels (Hopp 
and Spearman 2011). The parameter operates on 4 levels, described in Table 3. Each 
column 1–4, for each �k , represents the shifts used and the target average JPH for 
that shift.

The first three shifts are 40 hours each, representing the day, evening, and night 
shifts on weekdays. On the weekend, Shift 4 operates 24 hours consisting of week-
end day time. The working hours are cumulative, e.g. �3 includes �2 and �1 , resulting 
in 120 h during the week. AA01 utilizes three shifts with an unbalanced pace in �1 
and is balanced for either three or four shifts in �2…4 . FA01 is not utilized in �2 and 
�4 , indicated by the lack of paces.

Only changes in AA and FA are included in the experiments, machining lines are 
already performing at maximum capacity, over a number of shifts. For �2…4 , where 
assembly operates on weekends, the delivery schedule is altered removing deliveries 
Thursday and Friday for one customer, instead dispatching on Saturday and Sunday. 
Without this addition, the result would be an accumulation of finished products in 
FAFGI during the weekends.

The outputs are chosen based on the objectives—detailed in Eqs.  (5) to (8)—
average lead time in hours per product LTS , measured on calendar time, average 
storage level for each storage WIPS , number of products delivered NumOut, and total 
number of hours waiting for components for each AA WClm , Where l ∈ {1, 2} rep-
resents AA01 and AA02 respectively. Due to the setup of the model, every result 

(4)�Ci ∈ {32,… , 2048} where i ∈ {1,… , 4} and ��Ci = 32.

Table 3  Target jobs per hour for each shift (1… 4) per line, blank values represent inactive shifts. 
Grouped by the experiment parameter �

1…4

Line �
1

�
2

�
3

�
4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

AA01 37 37 15 30 30 30 30 30 30 27 27 27 27
AA02 41 41 34 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33
FA01 20 20 10 10 10
FA02 17 17 15 30 30 30 20 20 20 27 27 27 27
FA03 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
FA04 20 20 13 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
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not reaching 39,600 for maxOut are not delivering enough products to the customer. 
This parameter could have been used as a constraint to the optimization, but was 
chosen to be included as an objective instead. The choice was made to not exclude 
solutions preemptively but instead increase coverage of the objective space, with the 
risk that the optimization algorithm prioritizes non-feasible solutions.

The first objective, Eq.  5, represents the maximum average lead time for the 
machining components, with the average lead time for AA and FA added. The 
second objective, Eq. 6, minimizes the total amount of storage in the model. Lead 
time and storage sizes are highly influenced by changes to �mi , �Ci , and paces in �k . 
The third and fourth objective—Eqs. 7 and 8 respectively—operate on one output 
each. The last objective Eq. 8 ensures that the solution delivers the right amount of 
products to the customer. Another important decision was the omission of the cost 
aspect. Running production on more time will add direct cost in terms of wages, but 
lower storage volumes and lowered lead times would lower the indirect costs. Deter-
mining the gains from the reduced indirect costs proved to be difficult, and therefore 
the financial aspect was removed altogether.

As discussed in Sect. 2.2, NSGA-III performs better for more than three objec-
tives and was therefore chosen as the optimization algorithm. Table 4 lists the set-
tings for the algorithm where the number of reference points were calculated using 
the approach from the original paper (Deb and Jain 2014; Das and Dennis 1998).

(5)minLT_Plant = max
r∈m

{LTr} + LTAA + LTFA

(6)minLeanBuffer = min

{

∑

s∈S

WIPs

}

(7)minWaitingParts = min

{

2
∑

l=1

∑

r∈m

WClr

}

(8)maxOut = max{NumOut}

Table 4  Settings for the 
NSGA-III algorithm used in the 
optimization

Parameter name Setting

Population size 100
Reference points 84
Mutation type Polynomial
Mutation distribution index 5
Mutation probability 0.041667
Crossover type SBX
Crossover distribution index 20
Crossover probability 0.9
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3.3  Results from industrial case study

The optimization is set with a termination criteria of reaching 40,000 evaluations 
and the results from those evaluations are visualized in four sequential parallel coor-
dinates charts in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7. Each figure visualizes the same data set where 
filters have been applied to iteratively analyze the results.

The parallel coordinates chart shows a parallel line for each evaluation, or solu-
tion, recorded in the optimization set. For this data set, 40,000 lines are shown in 

Fig. 4  The entire solution set from the optimization in a parallel coordinates chart, from Lidberg et al. 
(2018b)

Fig. 5  Optimization results filtered on the delivery target, maxOut, and colored according to the param-
eter � , from Lidberg et al. (2018b)
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Fig. 4. The maximum and minimum values for each parameter are labelled at each 
respective end of the y-axis. Listed first are the four objectives, minLeanBuffer to 
maxOut, followed by the inputs � to �C4.

In Fig. 5 the results are filtered by maxOut ≥ 39,600 , leaving only the evaluations 
delivering the desired output per week, and a coloring scheme is applied to highlight 
the different settings for �k . Yellow represents both �2 and �3 as they are considered 
to produce the same effect; differing in the use of one or two final assembly mod-
ules shown previously in Table 3. �1 is represented as red and �4 is represented as 

Fig. 6  Only selecting solutions on the Pareto front with all previous settings applied, from Lidberg et al. 
(2018b)

Fig. 7  Setting limits on batch sizes �
C1

 and �
C2

 with all previous settings applied, from Lidberg et  al. 
(2018b)
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green. This coloring scheme will be kept throughout the industrial case study results 
section.

Contrasting �1 and �4 , representing the maximum unlevelled flow and the maxi-
mum levelled flow respectively, �1 , in red, has better performance for minLeanBuffer 
and �4 , in green, performs better in minLT_Plant. Increasing the number of shifts 
will always improve minLT_Plant on the condition that a customer exists, because 
lead time in the model is based on calendar time.

Applying a non-dominated sorting filter retains the best i.e., non-dominated, solu-
tions on the Pareto front, shown in Fig. 6, and nearly removes all solutions where 
�1 is used. The remaining �1 evaluations represent the worst performance for min-
WaitingParts, but the best for minLeanBuffer. The high settings for �B5 and �C3 are 
explained since they are low volume variants and increasing the safety level for 
either results in a minor increase in total storage levels, thereby not affecting the 
objectives sufficiently for them to be minimized. This effect can be seen as the result 
of Eq. 2; sufficiently small demands diminishes the importance of �mi.

Finally, by limiting the values for the largest batch sizes, �C1 and �C2 , the remain-
ing solutions have lower resulting values for the objectives minLeanBuffer and min-
WaitingParts. The lowest results for minWaitingParts, seen with other solutions, are 
not possible to reach with this configuration, because setup takes up a larger portion 
of the production time. Considering only these attributes, the setup time and batch 
size can be considered to be the bottleneck for further reducing storage size and lead 
time. In Fig. 7, the results are presented, where only values with �4 remain in the 
solution space. Following the setting for each parameter, a recipe is formed for the 
optimized setup of the industrial system. These settings can be applied directly to 
the industrial system and thereby improve it in line with the chosen objectives.

Comparing the starting conditions of the industrial system, with the results 
achieved for the manual experiments in  Lidberg et  al. (2018a), and to the opti-
mized settings presented in this article, the improvements are summarized for ML in 
Table 5. Only ML are shown to allow a fair comparison to previous work. Showing 
only ML explains the difference between the output LT in Table 5 and the output 
minLT_Plant in Fig. 7 because only part of the complete plant is considered. Opti-
mization enables the simultaneous improvement of several result parameters without 
manual supervision. This leads to better decision support provided to the decision 
maker, where she can take decisions considering a range of parameters and goals.

Table 5  Comparison between 
base values, manual experiments 
and optimization for machining 
lines. Only machining lines are 
used to make a fair comparison 
to previous work

Parameter name Base Experiments Optimization

Work in process 10,920 7914 6786
Leadtime (h) 49  49  18 
Batch sizes 3100 3100 1248
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3.4  Applying knowledge discovery and data‑mining

The large number of evaluations makes the extraction of rules from the optimization 
data set using data-mining techniques appropriate. Which attributes are important 
for the high-performance solutions? Which attributes are unnecessary to improve? 
Which attributes are important for the transition between these regions? These 
are some questions we are trying to answer in this section. In contrast to the SBI 
approach by Dudas et al. (2014), only the Pareto-optimal solutions are used in the 
following analysis, 2723 evaluations.

Using k-means clustering, a partitive clustering technique, we can algorithmically 
assign solutions to a cluster depending on their proximity, and therefore similarity, 
in objective space. Using modeFRONTIER,2 the data set is clustered by analyzing 
the inputs and objectives for each solution. The result of the clustering is shown in 
Fig. 8 and shows six clusters. When representing the clustering in a parallel coor-
dinates chart, the values for the different parameters are shown as the mean of all 
included solutions as well as an area showing the confidence interval. This means 
that the starting points of the lines on Shift can be seen to be at continuous points, 
even though the parameter is discrete.

Analyzing the clustering shows that three clusters, 1, 3, and 5, are interesting 
because they deliver high numbers of maxOut. Clusters 1 and 5, have the worst per-
formance for minLeanPlantBuffer but are comparatively better in minWaitingParts. 
Cluster 3 has better performance for minLeanPlantBuffer and the best performance 
for minLT_Plant, while slightly worse performance for minWaitingParts. To reach 

Fig. 8  Clustering results from k-means, generating 6 clusters. Shown with the objectives and the Shift 
parameter

2 Version 2017R2, a software suite by ESTECO.
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these clusters by decision, a decision tree classifier can be trained to evaluate the 
criteria needed.

The decision trees are generated with R, version 3.5.1, the package rpart, and 
visualized with the rattle package (R Core Team 2019; Therneau and Atkinson 
2018; Williams 2011). The bottom nodes, called leaves, are the outcomes, and the 
important predictors are seen as nodes ultimately leading down to the leaves. For 
the graphs presented, Fig. 9 shows a classifier and Fig. 10 presents a regression tree. 
The outcome in Fig. 9 is categories and is thus suitable as a classifier. The bottom 
nodes present the probability to match either cluster depending on the rules leading 
there and the percentage shows the number of solutions in that leaf. For the regres-
sion tree, the outcome is numeric and the leaf shows the mean value of the outcome 
in that leaf. Also shown is the number of solutions matching the regression and the 
percentage of all solutions.

In Fig.  9, the most divisive parameter is �C3 , represented by the top node. It 
divides the data to the left side with values ≥ 48 , or to the right side with values 
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below 48. Following the left side, the next divide is for the � parameter where values 
over 1 results in reaching Cluster_1 and Cluster_4 otherwise. Cluster_5 and Clus-
ter_6 are the two clusters most difficult to classify conclusively, appearing as two 
separate leaves.

Figure 10 shows the decision tree for the objective minLT_Plant, low scores in 
the leaves are beneficial and is reached exclusively by setting the Shift parameter to 
four, showing the importance of that factor. A decision tree for every objective was 
fitted, and the rules to reach the best solutions is shown in Table 6.

The most important factor is � , and �C2 in particular, for all the objectives with 
six out of 13 rule components being � . The manual analysis made in Sect.  3.3 
is in accordance with these rules. A decision maker can follow these guidelines 
to reach their wanted target level for the objectives, depending on their specific 
preferences.
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4  Conclusions

Analysis, and optimization, of manufacturing systems on the factory level—and 
not only line level—is required to identify possible improvements to the total 
system. Optimizing production lines, or parts of the system, leads to decisions 
beneficial to the individual line, which could prove unnecessary in the complete 
system and thereby expending resources better used elsewhere. The use of faster 
aggregated models, with output similar to detailed models, enables optimization 
of the complete system.

This article shows the potential in utilizing multi-objective optimization and 
knowledge extraction combined with aggregated DES modelling to allow fast 
insights into the operation and improvements on the factory level of an industrial 
system. Adding the concepts of data-mining, knowledge-extraction, and decision-
support gives more insights into the optimization results, how the industrial sys-
tem performs, and how the system functions. Compared to previous studies, SMO 
based on aggregated models gives faster delivery of results, with better accuracy 
for certain lines by the addition of setup times, and allows additional input and 
output parameters to be included.

Analyzing the correlation between the parameters of the aggregated model and 
the disaggregated model would give insights into the analytic capacities of the 
aggregation technique. Are aggregated models usable to identify bottlenecks in 
the production system, and which bottleneck analysis techniques can be applied? 
Incorporating additional sources of variation could also increase the applicability 
and validity of the aggregation technique.

Improving—or exchanging—the aggregation technique would enable even 
faster results, or allow for additional complexity in the questions put to the model. 
Adding costs for the different improvement suggestions would add another dimen-
sion to the decision-support given and would give decisions which are ready to be 
implemented when the results of the optimization study are presented.

5  Discussions and future work

Fast simulation models, as well as simplified data gathering, are needed to deliver 
timely decision-support through SMO. Perceived costs, both in time and inac-
tivity, of waiting for a data based decision could result in decisions made on 

Table 6  Rules extracted for the best value of every objective from the decision trees

Objective Rule Mean value

minLeanBuffer 𝛽
C2

< 688, 𝛼
D1

< 17, 𝛽
C2

< 592, 𝛼
D2

≥ 2.5 7669
minWaitingParts �

C2
≥ 624, � ∈ {2, 3, 4}, �

D1
≥ 10 4.1h

minLT_Plant 𝛾 = 4, 𝛼
D1

< 13.5, 𝛽
C2

< 1408 37 h
maxOut 𝛽

C2
≥ 400, 𝛼

D1
≥ 3.5, 𝛽

C1
< 1296 39,403
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intuition in the interim. The aggregation technique applied in this article can ena-
ble the fast delivery of decision-support through SMO.

While the technique is untested on other processes than discrete manufactur-
ing, the technique is based on Little’s law meaning it should be applicable on 
general queuing systems. The limitations of the technique in regards to the lay-
outs possible to abstract are also not fully explored. The case study in this article 
has revealed situations where the model studied forces partition of the lines into 
multiple aggregated models. Dividing longer lines into several aggregated models 
based on the size of intermediate buffers resulted in better validity of the out-
put. The exact delineations, and rules, for the application of the technique are not 
evaluated which could be interesting to test experimentally.

The detail lost when aggregating using the applied technique concerns both input 
and output. Reducing the number of inputs limits the number of possible changes to 
the model, and the granularity to affect the output. A detailed model would still be con-
strained by a specific bottleneck—varied depending on the type of system and produc-
tion plan—limiting the output on a few inputs concerning the bottleneck. Although; a 
low number of input parameters is beneficial for reducing the time taken for data gath-
ering. Not approached in this article is the application of the technique to conceptual 
modelling where the specifics of the system modelled are unknown, or detailed data 
is unavailable. Approximating a handful of parameters is less complex than building a 
complete model of a system at a conceptual stage.

Aggregating models also limits the range of output as shown in the validation chap-
ter of this article. Large differences in processing time between variants could prohibit 
the use of this technique in its current form. Smaller differences can be accounted for 
by averaging the variant processing times, but the allowed range of processing times 
require additional testing by further work. The maximum WIP, in the validation chap-
ter, also differ between the aggregated and detailed model. The detailed model shows a 
30% larger maximum value, compared to the aggregated models, while the mean val-
ues are similar. Considering the layout differences, with a faster processing final section 
of the detailed model, material building up before the final section, due to setup and 
failures, is allowed to exit the model quicker; thereby reducing the average WIP but 
exhibiting a larger maximum value. This is one additional avenue of improvement to be 
made in further work.

The creation of an aggregated model does not exclude the use of the detailed, or 
disaggregated, model. The aggregated model is an approximation of the detailed model 
requiring the use of the detailed model as validation of the results produced. Optimiza-
tion—where an abstracted model can evaluate quickly—should be guided by the aggre-
gated model, but after selection of the wanted solution, the same parameters should be 
evaluated in the detailed model to ensure validity. This approach is conditional on the 
parameters used in the study, optimizing the availability of an aggregated model is not 
as easily transferred to the detailed model due to the issue of distributing an aggregated 
value across several specific availability values for each resource. Instead the aggre-
gated model will be used to set the target values for the detailed model. The analytic 
capacities of an aggregated model has not been evaluated in this article but can prove to 
be interesting for future work.
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